
 

Revolutionary May 1st 2013 
 

We need communist revolution. Anything else, 

in the final analysis, is bullshit.1
 

On this revolutionary holiday that we are celebrating together with you, we want to address all those who 

have had enough of living in this society and at the same time dream of a radically different and better 

world; all those who hope for an end to this capitalist/imperialist system which daily destroys the lives of 

millions through hunger, imperialist war, slavery and other crimes against humanity. We want to say loud 

and clear to all those who want to live without any form of exploitation, who are sick and tired of 

oppression and discrimination – whatever form they take – and want to sweep all this from the pages of 

history: 

There is no permanent necessity for the existing conditions. A radically 
different and better world is both necessary and possible! 

BUT, and we want to emphasize this as well: such a world, one which in fact means the emancipation of 

all of humanity, can only be achieved through communist revolution. And communist revolution will not 

come about on its own, without struggle. There is no reform, nor any reformist concept, no matter how 

desirable they may sound, that is capable of creating a radically different and better society; a world 

without war, hunger, rape and sexual persecution; without nations, without states, without exploitation 

and oppression or class differences of any kind. 

WHY? In order to more closely examine this question, we need to look at society today. The fact that 

production is collectively carried out in a process that encompasses all of society, but the wealth that is 

produced through this process is appropriated by a handful of people, is, now as before, continually 

present and forms the inherent fundamental contradiction in today’s society. That section of society which 

appropriates this wealth possesses the means of production and holds state power. At the same time there 

exists among the other classes in society a class – the proletariat – which possesses only its own labour 

power. In order to live, this class must sell its labour power to the owners of the means of production. 

Labour power is the only commodity which is capable of producing surplus value. But surplus value is 

not, in and of itself capital. It only becomes capital when it is part of a process in which both production 

takes place and value (commodities) circulates with the goal of capital’s self-expansion. The rulers not 

only have the means of production in their hands, but also the means to defend their rule: e.g. through 

violence and repression, as well as the granting of certain privileges in order to hold people within the 

system. In addition, they use their state power in order to determine the ruling opinions and ideas. Thus, 

in this system of rule, production is not determined by the needs of the people, but serves only the 

accumulation of capital. 

But what is capital and who is a capitalist? 

Marx answers this question as follows: 

“Capital consists of raw materials, instruments of labour and means of subsistence of all kinds, 

which are utilized in order to produce new raw materials, new instruments of labour and new 
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means of subsistence. All these component parts of capital are creations of labour, products of 

labour, accumulated labour. Accumulated labour which serves as a means of new production is 

capital. 

[…] In production, men not only act on nature but also on one another. They produce only by 

co−operating in a certain way and mutually exchanging their activities. In order to produce, they 

enter into definite connections and relations with one another and only within these social 

connections and relations does their action on nature, does production, take place. 

[…] The relations of production in their totality constitute what are called the social relations, 

society, and, specifically, a society at a definite stage of historical development, a society with a 

peculiar, distinctive character. Ancient society, feudal society, bourgeois society are such 

totalities of production relations, each of which at the same time denotes a special stage of 

development in the history of mankind. 

Capital, also, is a social relation of production. It is a bourgeois production relation, a 

production relation of bourgeois society. Are not the means of subsistence, the instruments of 

labour, the raw materials of which capital consists, produced and accumulated under given social 

conditions, in definite social relations? Are they not utilized for new production under given 

social conditions, in definite social relations? And is it not just this definite social character 

which turns the products serving for new production into capital? 

Capital consists not only of means of subsistence, instruments of labour and raw materials, not 

only of material products; it consists just as much of exchange values. All the products of which 

it consists are commodities. Capital is, therefore, not only a sum of material products; it is a sum 

of commodities, of exchange values, of social magnitudes. 

[…] But while all capital is a sum of commodities, that is, of exchange values, not every sum of 

commodities, of exchange values, is capital. 

[…] How, then, does any amount of commodities, of exchange values, become capital? 

By maintaining and multiplying itself as an independent social power, that is, as the power of a 

portion of society, by means of its exchange for direct, living labour power. The existence of a 

class which possesses nothing but its capacity to labour is a necessary prerequisite of capital. 

It is only the domination of accumulated, past, materialized labour over direct, living labour that 

turns accumulated labour into capital. 

Capital does not consist in accumulated labour serving living labour as a means for new 

production. It consists in living labour serving accumulated labour as a means for maintaining 

and multiplying the exchange value of the latter.” 

(Karl Marx, Wage Labour and Capital; emphasis added.) 

In sum, in the quotation above Marx explains that capital can only exist as a social relation: namely, 

through one part of society having the power to exploit the labour power of another part of the society and 

utilize it to accumulate capital. In this sense, the capitalists are not motivated by their own greed, but 

rather follow the inner logic of capital. 

Let us return to the question of „Reform of Revolution?“ 

As we wrote above, there are concrete economic and social structures that ensure that society functions in 

the way it functions. There are power relations that function to the benefit of a specific class and 

additionally, there are other structures and institutions whose purpose is to insure that exactly these power 

relations are maintained. 

So it is not enough to scratch the surface of all this, rather is it necessary to get to the roots and eliminate 

capital – and the ills it produces – as the determinant social relation from the world as a whole. This goal 

will only be achieved when the abolition of all class distinctions, of all the production relations on which 

those class distinctions rest, of all the social relations that correspond to those production relations, and 

the revolutionizing of all the ideas that correspond to those social relations has been achieved; or to put it 

another way, when, through the elimination of exactly these „4-alls“, a radically different and better – a 

communist – society has been achieved. 



What is happening with the Revolutionary Communists? 
A short summation of our development over the last few years. 

After over 25 years of struggle, we, the Revolutionary 

Communists, continue to stand for communist revolution, 

not because we are dogmatic or old school, but RATHER 

because we continue to hold firmly to science and will not 

yield an ounce of either our revolutionary spirit and vitality 

or our conviction that we are doing the right thing, as long 

as dialectical materialism and the analysis of social and 

historical development – as a science – comprehend reality 

and correspond with it. 

Over the many years of struggle for a communist world we 

have learned a great deal, experienced many things, made 

some mistakes and again analyzed things and drew our 

conclusions. We, along with the entire communist 

movement, must not start completely anew – we are not 

back to square one. We have developed further, made 

ruptures and leaps. 

Our science has, like other sciences, developed further. Our 

understanding of the experiences, of our mistakes in the 

past and our achievements is more comprehensive. And 

most fundamentally, our basic method, dialectical materialism, has made some essential ruptures and 

leaps. Thus today, through the new synthesis of communism, we are better able than ever to understand 

the world and have a greater capacity to change it. 

Utilizing this capacity to the greatest extent possible and transforming it into a real force for changing the 

world is the challenge that we are confronting today. We have decided to take up the new synthesis2, 

which, through a long process, was developed by Bob Avakian and make it, as a living science, the basis 

for everything we do. 

This decision meant – and means – us casting aside old and stagnated approaches and scrutinizing and re-

examining old-established “truths”. This process, in which we still find ourselves, consists of, among 

other things, theoretical as well as practical discussion, debate and struggle over our own experiences of 

the past – as the Revolutionary Communists – in the context of international developments as a whole. 

This analysis, which will appear as part of the Reconstitution of the Revolutionary Communists on the 

Basis of the New Synthesis of Communism, wound up requiring more effort and energy than we originally 

anticipated. 

Here we would like to briefly address some of reasons for this: 

In the beginning phase of our struggle to take up and propagate the new synthesis, it was necessary for us 

to end our joint work with those who sought to use this new situation to throw away all experience and 

achievements and bury revolution once and for all. Even as we made efforts to carry out this struggle on a 

principled basis and focus on the important questions of line, the revisionist wing carried out an 

unprincipled struggle against us, in which any and every means were used in an effort to isolate and 

smash us. 
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 The new synthesis is a theoretical breakthrough in the science of communism. It contains a re-envisioned and more viable vision of 

revolution and communism. With the new synthesis, Avakian has brought forward fundamental new insights concerning pivotal questions of 

revolution and a communist world: in the realm of philosophy and the science of communism; concerning internationalism and the 

understanding of a revolutionary socialism; in reference to the strategic approach to revolution and the self-conception of communists as 

“emancipators of humanity”. In addition to this, the new synthesis includes a summation of the international communist movement including 

the two great socialist societies in the Soviet Union and China. The concept of a solid core with a lot of elasticity, which is mainly a method 

and approach towards understanding and changing objective reality, in its motion and development and all of its complexity, is one of the 

pivotal achievements of the new synthesis. (For a deeper understanding also see: Re-envisioning Revolution and Communism: What is Bob 

Avakians New Synthesis? [www.revcom.us]) 



Added to this, a thorough and all-around discussion, debate and struggle over the past experience of the 

Revolutionary Communists (FRG) also requires discussion, debate and struggle over the past experience 

of the international communist movement and specifically the RIM (Revolutionary Internationalist 

Movement). In this regard, we have differences with all the existing publically available analyses that are 

known to us and want to first attempt to clarify these differences, before we speak publically to this 

question. 

Moreover, it took us some time to understand the new advances in an all-around fashion. The 

international isolation that we have suffered as a result of the counter-revolutionary actions of those who 

regard the communist revolution and its representatives as their greatest enemies, and which – sadly – 

continues today, created numerous additional difficulties for us and has – up until the present – caused 

enormous damage to the entire communist movement and hampered progressive forces everywhere – 

including the international communist movement – from attaining a deeper and better understanding of 

reality. But in relation to this hurdle as well, we have, through our scientific approach, the ability to 

overcome this difficulty and utilize it as an experience for our work in the future. 

Nevertheless, we are nearing the end of the struggle to publish our Reconstitution and about to begin a 

new stage of communist revolution. 

Today we can say one thing for certain: the reason that up until today many things could shake us, but – 

in contrast to other forces – nothing could smash us, is the scientific standpoint that we have fought for 

for so many years and which for so many years has served as the basis of all of our actions. 

And this scientific approach is something that we want to share with and convey to you and with which, 

together with you, begin a process to consciously wipe this hated system and all its crimes forever from 

the pages of history. 

Let us together develop the potential which lies within the science of communism and once again 

establish it as a mighty force against capitalism/imperialism and for a communist future worldwide! 

Revolutionary Communists (FRG), May 1, 2013 
 

FIGHT THE POWER, AND TRANSFORM THE PEOPLE, FOR 

COMMUNIST REVOLUTION! 

Homepage: www.revkombrd.wordpress.com 

Email: revkom.brd@googlemail.com 
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